Fixed-priority scheduling has been widely used in safetycritical applications. This paper explores the parametric utilization bounds for implicit-deadline periodic tasks in automotive uniprocessor systems, where the period of a task is either 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, or 1000 milliseconds. We prove a parametric utilization bound of 90%+z for such automotive task systems under rate-monotonic preemptive scheduling (RM-P), where z is a parameter de ned by the input task set with 0 ≤ z ≤ 10%. Moreover, we explain how to perform an exact schedulability test for an automotive task set under RM-P by validating only three conditions. Furthermore, we extend our analyses to rate-monotonic non-preemptive scheduling (RM-NP). We show that very reasonable utilization values can still be achieved under RM-NP if the execution time of all tasks is below 1 millisecond. The analyses presented here are compatible with angle-synchronous tasks by applying the related arrival curves. It is shown in the evaluations that scheduling those angle-synchronous tasks according to their minimum inter-arrival time instead of assigning them to the highest priority can drastically increase the acceptance ratio in some settings.
Introduction
Embedded real-time computing systems for safety-critical applications have to satisfy the timing requirements to ensure the timeliness of a result in addition to the functional correctness. The sporadic task model [24] is the most basic task model in real-time systems, where each task τ i releases an in nity number of task instances (jobs) under its minimum inter-arrival time (period) T i and is further characterized by its relative deadline D i and its worst-case execution time C i . The sporadic task model is a generalization of the periodic task model used in the seminal work by Liu and Layland [23] , in which a task releases its jobs exactly periodically. We consider implicit-deadline task systems, i.e, T i = D i for all tasks.
Researchers have devoted signi cant e orts to e ciently analyze whether a set of sporadic tasks can meet their deadlines under di erent scheduling strategies, platform models, and assumptions. Liu and Layland [23] presented the seminal utilization bound ln 2 ≈ 69.3% for rate-monotonic preemptive scheduling (RM-P) of periodic tasks. Lehoczky et al. [22] later provided a stochastic analysis, showing that in the average case RM-P can schedule task sets with a much higher total utilization, i.e., the average breakdown utilization is 88%. Bini [4] showed that the optimality degree is higher (over 90%) when the task utilization is uniformly distributed.
The above results for RM-P consider arbitrary con gurations of task periods. If those con gurations are not arbitrary, the analysis and utilization bounds should consider those parameters, as discussed by Chen et al. [9] . There are more precise utilization bounds that consider the ratios of task periods. Kuo and Mok [19] showed the utilization bound of 100% for harmonic task sets under RM-P, i.e., T i is an integer multiple of T j if T i ≥ T j for any two tasks in the task set, and explained how to improve the utilization bound of a non-harmonic task set by nding harmonic subsets. The harmonic relation of task periods was further exploited by Han and Tyan [15] , Kuo et al. [18] , and Nasri et al. [26] . The utilization bound in [15] analytically dominates those by Liu and Layland [23] and Burchard et al. [6] . Lauzac et al. [20] proposed a utilization bound of ln r + 2/r − 1 based on the ratio r of the maximum to the minimum task period if 1 ≤ r ≤ 2. It is ln 2 if r = 2, i.e., the same as the Liu and Layland bound. Bini and Buttazzo [2] presented the hyperbolic bound τ i ∈τ (1 + U i ) ≤ 2. Chen et al. [8] developed a utilization-based analysis framework that can provide hyperbolic bounds almost automatically. Lee et al. [21] presented linear programming formulations for calculating total utilization bounds when a task can choose its own period.
An alternative to RM-P is xed-priority non-preemptive scheduling (FP-NP). As tasks are never preempted during their execution when non-preemptive scheduling is used, this results in a smaller number of context switches and therefore in total in a lower context switch overhead. Nonpreemptive scheduling may also be enforced due to the hardware used in the system, e.g., control area network (CAN) buses [1] . The utilization bound for non-preemptive scheduling drops to 0 [25] , since a low-priority task with lowutilization can have a very long period while its execution time is already longer than the shortest period among the tasks in the system. However, non-preemptive scheduling can still be applicable if the execution times of the tasks are short enough. For quantitive comparisons between preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling strategies based on resource augmentation factors, the recent results can be found in [13, 30] . Moreover, von der Brüggen et al. [31] and Andersson and Tovar [1] presented utilization-based analyses by incorporating the ratio of the blocking time, due to non-preemptive scheduling, to the execution time of a task.
The results mentioned above (except [21] ) focused on the worst-case utilization bound among in nitely possible congurations of the periods of the tasks. However, in typical automotive systems, where periodic task systems are applied, only a few possible periods are on the shelf, usually {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 1000} ms, see for example [14, 17, 27, 29] . Therefore, the most important settings in automotive system design are task systems that have only very limited possible periods instead of investigating all possible con gurations of the periods. Although the utilization bound of ln 2 for RM-P is sound, the utilization bound for task sets with periods in {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 1000} ms can be much higher. A simple combination of the results in [3, 21] already leads to a utilization bound of 90%, presented in Lemma 3.2 for completeness. Note that the focus of this paper is to further improve this bound by considering the parameters of the task set. Moreover, if the execution time of any task is always signi cantly shorter than 1 ms, applying xed-priority non-preemptive scheduling is still a meaningful strategy if the achievable utilization is still high enough. Contributions: In this paper, we explore the parametric utilization bounds of such automotive task systems in uniprocessor systems from both theoretical and practical perspectives. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We show that the parametric utilization bound of automotive task systems under RM-P is 90% + z in Section 4.1, where z (with 0 ≤ z ≤ 10%) is a parameter de ned by the input task set, detailed in Section 4.1. An e cient exact schedulability test for RM-P that tests only three conditions is provided in Section 4.2.
• Our analysis is extended to consider non-preemptive scheduling in Section 5 and angle-synchronous tasks in Section 6.
• Our evaluations in Section 7 are based on synthetic automotive task benchmarks [17] , published by Bosch in 2015, which provide tasks with typical automotive characteristics [14, 27, 29] . Without angle-synchronous tasks, we show that the achievable utilization deemed schedulable for RM-P is nearly 100%, and that very reasonable utilization values can be achieved under RM-NP when the non-preemptive blocking time is small, compared to the minimum period of 1 ms. If the task set contains angle-synchronous tasks, we show that the acceptance ratio increases if the priority of the angle-synchronous tasks is assigned according to their minimum inter-arrival time instead of assigning them to the highest priority.
System Model
We are given a set T of n periodic (or sporadic) implicitdeadline real-time tasks. Each of these tasks τ i releases an in nity number of task instances, called jobs, and is described by its inter arrival time or period T i , its relative deadline D i and its worst case execution time (WCET) C i . This means, that a job of τ i released at time t has to nish C i computation units before t + D i . The next job of τ i is released at t + T i or not before t + T i for the period and sporadic task model, receptively. If D i = T i for all tasks the task set has implicit deadlines; if D i ≤ T i for all tasks the task set has constrained deadlines; the task set has arbitrary deadlines if D i > T i for some tasks. The period T i of each task τ i in T is one of the possible periods in {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 1000} milliseconds, which is common for task sets in automotive applications [14, 17, 27, 29] . For the simplicity of presentation, the unit of time is assumed to be milliseconds (ms) if not stated di erently. Let set T x be the subset of the tasks in T where all tasks have period x, i.e., T x = {τ i | τ i ∈ T and T i = x }. We assume that C i > 0 for each task τ i . The utilization U i of task τ i is C i /T i . We denote such a task set T as an automotive (implicit-deadline) periodic task set in this paper. In automotive systems, the entity for scheduling is a Runnable [17] , which is equivalent to a task in this paper.
We consider both xed-priority preemptive scheduling (FP-P) and xed-priority non-preemptive scheduling (FP-NP) for uniprocessor systems in this paper, as xed-priority scheduling is widely used in practice. A xed-priority scheduling policy assigns the same priority to every job of a task and at each point in time the scheduler executes the job with the highest priority currently in the system. Under FP-P, ratemonotonic (RM-P) priority assignment is optimal [23] for implicit-deadline task sets. Under FP-NP, we explore RM-NP, which has been proved to have a resource augmentation bound of 1.76322 against the optimal workload-conserving 1 non-preemptive scheduling in [30, 31] . By using RM-P and RM-NP, we know that all tasks in T x have higher priorities than all tasks in T if x < . We de ne hp(τ k ) as the set of the periodic tasks with priorities higher than task τ k .
A schedule is feasible if all the temporal characteristics and timing constraints are respected and satis ed. A task set is schedulable by a scheduling algorithm if the resulting schedule is always feasible. A schedulability test for to a scheduling algorithm validates whether a given task set is schedulable by the scheduling algorithm. A schedulability test is referred to as su cient if all the task sets it deems schedulable are in fact schedulable. A schedulability test is referred to as necessary if all the task sets it deems unschedulable are in fact unschedulable. Schedulability tests that are both su cient and necessary are referred to as exact. A task set (under a speci c task model) is always schedulable by a scheduling algorithm (or can always pass the su cient schedulability test) if the utilization of the task set, i.e., the sum of the individual task utilizations, is no more than the utilization bound of the scheduling algorithm. Therefore, the utilization bound provides a quick schedulability test and also a signi cant evidence of the resource usages to the system designers. From the economical perspectives, nearly 100% utilization should be reached so that there is no resource loss. From the schedulability perspectives, boosting the utilization to be close to 100% may result in deadline misses. Therefore, although the utilization bound is not an exact schedulability test, it is still an important/simple metric for the system designers.
Preliminary Results

Preemptive Uniprocessor Schedulers
Liu and Layland showed that the schedulability of an implicitdeadline task τ k under FP-P on a uniprocessor can be veri ed by considering the worst-case release pattern, termed the critical instant, which is to release the rst jobs of the tasks in hp(τ k ) together with task τ k and release the subsequent jobs of the tasks in hp(τ k ) by strictly following their periods [23] , i.e., as early as possible. The critical instant theorem results in the time-demand analysis (TDA) [22] , i.e., a task τ k is schedulable under FP-P scheduling if and only if
The following lemma shows that a task with a period 1, 2, 10, 20, 100, 200, or 1000 can miss its deadline if and only if the task set has more than 100% utilization.
Lemma 3.1 (Harmonic Subset). In an automotive implicitdeadline task set, a task τ k withT k ∈ {1, 2, 10, 20, 100, 200, 1000} is schedulable under RM-P scheduling if and only if
Proof. The only-if part is obvious. The if-part has been recently proved by Nasri et al. [26] and is sketched for completeness. By the exact test in Eq. (1), we only consider to test at time t = T k . By de nition, T k is either one of {1, 2, 10, 20, 100, 200, 1000} and for a higher-priority task τ i the period T i is either one of {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 1000} withT i ≤ T k . Therefore,T k is an integer multiple ofT i for any task τ i in hp(τ k ) when x is one of {1, 2, 10, 20, 100, 200, 1000}. Hence,
where the inequality is due to the if-condition.
Therefore, for an automotive implicit-deadline periodic task set, if a task misses its deadline under RM-P when the utilization of the task set is ≤ 100%, the period of the task must be either 5 ms or 50 ms. The following lemma is based on a simple combination of the results in [3, 21] . In an automotive implicit-deadline task set, a task τ k with T k ∈ {5, 50} is schedulable under RM-P scheduling if
Proof. This follows directly from [21] . We only sketch the proof. Suppose that Y = τ i ∈T U i for = 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, i.e., Y is the total utilization of the tasks with periods equal to . We prove this lemma only for T k = 5. The objective is equivalent to nding the in mum Y 1 + Y 2 + Y 5 such that task τ k misses its deadline. If we only test the schedulability condition in Eq. (1) when t = 4, 5, we can equivalently formulate this problem as a linear programming:
The optimal solution of the above linear programming is to set
Therefore, the utilization bound is 0.9. The proof for T k = 50 is almost identical by testing only at time t = 40 and t = 50.
Combining Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 shows that the utilization bound of automotive implicit-deadline task sets under RM-P is 90%. The focus of this paper is to further push this bound upwards. In Section 4, we will explain how to derive the parametric utilization bound, which will be superior to 90%.
Non-Preemptive Schedulers
Under non-preemptive uniprocessor scheduling, a job of τ k can be blocked by a job of a lower-priority task as executing jobs cannot be preempted, postponing the execution of the job of τ k . Fortunately, due to the workload-conserving scheduling characteristics under FP-NP, i.e., the processor is never idle if there is a job ready to be executed, a job of task τ k can only be blocked by at most one lower-priority job. Therefore, the blocking time
where lp(τ k ) is de ned as the set of the tasks with priorities lower than τ k , and ε is an arbitrarily small positive number since a lower-priority job has to rst start its execution before blocking task τ k .
One intuitive way to test the schedulability of task τ k under FP-NP is to in ate the execution time of task τ k by B * k and apply the critical instant theorem. Therefore, as shown in [7, 12] , a su cient schedulability test of task τ k under FP-NP is to verify whether
However, the analysis in Eq. (4) is pessimistic since it implicitly implies that task τ k can still be preempted by a higher-priority task. One possibility to remove the pessimism is to check whether the job of task τ k can start its execution no later than r + T k − C k after it arrives at time r . As shown by Tindell and Burns [28] , this is equivalent to the validation of
However, this is not safe enough. Bril et al. [5] presented the well-known self-pushing phenomenon for FP-NP, showing that deadline misses are possible even if the condition in Eq. (5) is satis ed, as a deadline miss not necessarily happens for the rst job of a task under FP-NP. Davis et al. [10] presented an exact schedulability test for FP-NP by exploiting the busy interval concept. This test requires to check all the jobs of task τ k released in the busy interval of task τ k , i.e., the longest interval starting with a job blocking τ k where only jobs of tasks in hp(τ k ) or jobs of τ k itself are executed. In some cases, another possibility to reduce the pessimism of the test in Eq. (4) is to adopt the following su cient schedulability test from Yao, Buttazzo, and Bertogna [32] .
Lemma 3.3 (Yao, Buttazzo, and Bertogna, 2010). The worstcase response time of a non-preemptive task occurs in the rst job if the task is activated at its critical instant and the following two conditions are both satis ed:
• the task set is feasible under preemptive scheduling;
• the relative deadlines are less than or equal to periods.
Therefore, a su cient schedulability test for task τ k under FP-NP is to validate whether Eq. (1) and Eq. (5) both hold.
Analysis for RM-P
In this section, we will rst present a parametric utilization bound and tight schedulability analyses. Moreover, we will also present an exact schedulability test that only needs to validate 3 inequalities.
Parametric Utilization Bound
The following two theorems present tighter analysis and a concrete example for the utilization lower bounds for automotive task systems.
Theorem 4.1 (Parametric-Bound-Non-harmonic). In an automotive implicit-deadline periodic task set, task τ k is schedulable under RM-P scheduling if T k is 5 and
When T k is 50, task τ k is schedulable under RM-P scheduling if
where T is T 1 ∪ T 2 ∪ T 5 ∪ T 10 for notational brevity. The above utilization bounds are lower bounded by 0.9.
Proof. We rst classify the tasks in hp(τ k ) into two subsets hp < (τ k ) and hp = (τ k ), in which a higher-priority task τ i is in
For a speci c t with 0 < t ≤ T k , the left-hand side in the schedulability test in Eq. (1) is equivalent to
We rst consider the case when T k is 5. By the de nition of RM-P scheduling, we know that hp < (τ k ) is T 1 and T 2 . Suppose that task τ k cannot pass the test in Eq. (1) when we test only t = 4 and t = 5. For t = 4, we have
For t = 5, we have
By the inequalities in Eq. (8) and Eq. (9), for a task τ k with T k = 5 the test in Eq. (1) can only fail at t = 4 and t = 5 if
where the ≥ comes from the intersection of the two upper bounds above. With similar arguments as for T k = 5, if T k is 50 and we only test t = 40 and t = 50 we reach the following conclusion: If the test in Eq. (1) fails at t = 40 and t = 50 for a task τ k with T k = 50 then
where the ≥ comes from the intersection of the two upper bounds above. Therefore, we reach the conclusion by using contrapositive based on Eqs. (11) and (13) .
Note that Eqs. (2), (11), and (13) determine parametric utilization bounds of 90% + z 5 and 90% + z 50 , where
The conditions in Eqs. (2), (11), and (13) can be rewritten as follows:
, and
We now show that the bounds in Theorem 4.1 are tight.
Theorem 4.2 (Tight-Bound-Non-harmonic).
There exists an automotive implicit-deadline periodic task set with
in which task τ k is not schedulable by RM-P for a task τ k in T x with x ∈ {5, 50}.
Proof. We prove this theorem by providing two concrete examples. Suppose that T k = 5 and let T consist of:
• T 1 = 2, C 1 = 1 and • T 2 = 5, C 2 = 2 + ε with ε > 0 but arbitrarily small. The utilization of the task set is 0.9 + ε/5 and task τ 2 misses its deadline obviously by using the exact test in Eq. (1). For T k = 50, we have to multiple T 1 , C 1 , T 2 , and C 2 with 10, leading to a task set with utilization 0.9 + ε/5 again that is not schedulable according to the exact test in Eq. (1).
This leads to the following corollaries:
The utilization bound of an automotive implicitdeadline task set is 90% which is analytically tight.
Proof. This corollary follows by combining Lemma 3.1 and Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.
Corollary 4.4. For an automotive implicit-deadline task set, if τ i ∈T U i ≤ 100% and
then this task set is schedulable by RM-P.
Proof. Suppose that τ i ∈T U i ≤ 100%. By Lemma 3.1, task τ k can meet its deadline if T k = 1, 2, 10, 20, 100, 200, 1000. By Theorem 4.1, task τ k with T k = 5 can always meet its deadline since the satisfaction of the condition in Eq. (14) also implies the satisfaction of the condition in Eq. (6). Moreover, task τ k with T k = 50 can always meet its deadline since the satisfaction of the condition in Eq. (14) also implies the satisfaction of the condition in Eq. (7). Therefore, we reach the conclusion.
E cient Exact Schedulability Test
In the proof of Theorem 4.1, we showed that testing t = 4 and t = 5 in Eq. (1) when T k = 5 (t = 40 and t = 50 when T k = 50, respectively) is su cient to achieve the utilization bound of 90%. The following lemma shows that an exact test only needs to test also these two speci c t values in Eq. (1).
Lemma 4.5. For a task τ k in T 5 , task τ k is schedulable under RM-P scheduling if and only if the schedulability condition in Eq. (1) holds for t = 4 or t = 5. For a task τ k in T 50 , task τ k is schedulable under RM-P scheduling if and only if the schedulability condition in Eq. (1) holds for t = 40 or t = 50.
Proof. We only prove the case T k = 50 since the proof procedure is similar for T k = 5. Let t * be the minimum value with 0 < t * ≤ 50 such that
We show that the existence of t * implies either
Recall the de nition of C k , hp < (τ k ), and hp = (τ k ) in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
• Case 1 when 0 < t * ≤ 40: This means that
Since 40 is an integer multiple of 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20,
we reach the conclusion
• Case 2 when 40 < t * ≤ 50: This means that
Since 50 is an integer multiple of 1, 2, 5, and 10,
Theorem 4.6. The given automotive implicit-deadline periodic task set is schedulable by RM-P If and only if all the following conditions are satis ed:
where Proof. This is due to Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 4.5. The last two conditions represent the tests at time t = 4 and t = 5 for a task τ k with T k = 5 (from Eq. (10)) and at time t = 40 and t = 50 for a task τ k with T k = 50 (from Eq. (12)), respectively.
Non-Preemptive Scheduling
We now provide a su cient schedulability test for automotive task sets under RM-NP based on the utilization of the task τ k itself, the utilization of the higher-priority tasks, and the blocking time for task τ k divided by T k . Note that the assumption that C k < 1 in the following Theorem is not too restrictive. If C k ≥ 1 the task set is unschedulable by default if one task τ b in the system has a period of 1 due to the blocking time for τ b .
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that T is an automotive implicit-deadline periodic task set and C i < 1 for every task τ i in T. When T k is in {1, 2, 10, 20, 100, 200, 1000}, task τ k is schedulable under RM-NP scheduling if
When T k is 5, task τ k is schedulable under RM-NP scheduling if the condition in Eq. (6) holds and
When T k is 50, task τ k is schedulable under RM-NP scheduling if the condition in Eq. (7) holds and
where T is T 1 ∪ T 2 ∪ T 5 ∪ T 10 for notational brevity.
Proof. +1 when summing up the interference from the higher-priority tasks. This test can be translated into using
Increasing the blocking time by ε makes the test a bit more pessimistic. However, if ε can be considered to be small compared to the WCETS of the tasks in the task set this pessimism is negligible. For the simplicity of presentation, instead of using Eq. (5), we hereby use the following test
Recall the de nition of hp < (τ k ) and hp = (τ k ) in the proof of Theorem 4.1. In this proof, we will use C † k = τ i ∈hp = (τ k ) C i . We rst consider the case when T k is 5, i.e., hp < (τ k ) is T 1 ∪T 2 . Suppose that task τ k cannot pass the test in Lemma 3.3 due to the non-preemptive case using condition Eq. (21) . Since C k < 1, it is su cient to test the condition in Eq. (21) at time t = 4 and t = 5 − C k with C k < 1.
For t = 4, we have
For t = 5 − C k , we have
By the inequalities in Eq. (22) and Eq. (23), the failure of the test in Eq. (21) at t = 4 and t = 5 − C k happens if
Using contrapositive, we reach the conclusion in Eq (19) . When T k is 50, we test t = 40 and t = 50 −C k , which leads to the conclusion in Eq (20) .
Note that while Theorem 4.6 is an exact test, the test in Theorem 5.1 is only su cient as the blocking time is greedily included. In general, to verify the schedulability under FP-NP, the schedulability of each task has to be veri ed individually. The reason is that the blocking time is a decreasing function with respect to the priority, i.e., a task τ j with a lower priority than task τ i may be schedulable while τ i is not schedulable because the blocking time for τ i is larger.
Angle-Synchronous Tasks
In addition to the periodic tasks, an automotive task system may involve event-triggered aperiodic/sporadic tasks. One speci c type is the angle-synchronous tasks where the jobs are triggered by the rotation of the crankshaft. According to [17] , the inter-arrival time between two jobs of an anglesynchronous task for engine control can be modeled as 120 r pm × #c l × 1000 milliseconds (25) where rpm is the revolutions per minute of the engine and #cyl is the number of cylinders. Even though the inter-arrival time of the jobs in such angle-synchronous tasks changes over time, they are scheduled based on the xed-priority scheduling. We consider two general approaches for the priority assignment of those angle-synchronous tasks: 1. assigning them to the highest priority 2. the priorities are assigned according to the shortest possible inter-arrival time between to jobs, i.e., the inter-arrival time at the maximum rotation speed. For example, for #cyl = 4 and 6000 rpm, this leads to a minimum inter-arrival time of 120×1000 6000×4 = 5 ms.
An angle-synchronous task τ i with m execution modes can be modeled by using a tuple
is the WCET for the j-th mode, and T j i is the minimum inter-arrival time of the next job when a job in the j-th mode of task τ i is released. In the literature, such tasks are also called variable-rate-behaviour tasks [11] or multi-mode tasks [16] . Schedulability tests of such angle-synchronous tasks under FP scheduling have been proposed in [11, 16] .
Essentially, for analyzing the schedulability of a periodic task τ k , we need to calculate the interference from all the higher-priority tasks. There are two existing methods to calculate the interference due to an angle-synchronous task in an interval length ∆. One is to nd the worst-case workload by investigating the worst-case release patterns using integer linear programming (ILP) [11] or dynamic programming [16] . Another, as shown in the following lemma, is to safely approximate the interference due to an anglesynchronous task τ i by using
Lemma 6.1. The maximum interference I i (∆) incurred by an angle-synchronous task τ i in an interval of length ∆ is at most
Proof. This is based on Theorem 1 from Davis et al. [11] and Lemma 2 from Huang and Chen [16] . Without loss of generality, let the interval start from 0. Theorem 1 in [11] shows that the maximum interference by an angle-synchronous task τ i to a lower-priority job arriving at time 0 happens in the following worst-case pattern: a) release the rst job at time 0, b) follow the minimum period needed in the particular execution mode, and c) release the last job with execution time C max i before ∆. We consider the two cases individually. For the rst case, i.e., ∆ > T min i , let t * < ∆ be the arrival time of the last job in the above pattern. Lemma 2 in [16] proves that the maximum interference from 0 to t * (without the last job) is at most U max i ×t * . Therefore, by including the (last) job released at or after t * , the maximum interference incurred by τ i is at most U max i ×∆+C max i . In the second case, i.e., ∆ ≤ T min i , only one job of the angle-synchronous task is released. Therefore, the interference is at most C max i .
We can now revise the schedulability test in Eq. (1) to further consider angle-synchronous tasks: An implicit-deadline periodic task τ k is schedulable under FP-P scheduling if 27) where hp(τ k ) is the set of the periodic tasks with priorities higher than task τ k and T as is the set of the anglesynchronous tasks with higher priority. The schedulability test in Eq. (27) does not signi cantly increase the di culty for testing the schedulability of a periodic task τ k under FP-P. All the utilization-based schedulability tests in Section 4 and the test in Theorem 5.1 can easily be revised by considering the interference from the angle-synchronous tasks based on Eq. (27) . For example, by revising Theorem 4.6 we get: Theorem 6.2. Suppose that tasks in T as are assigned to higher priorities than any periodic task, and the priorities of the periodic tasks are assigned by the rate-monotonic priority assignment. For each value in {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 1000} let T be de ned as the set of periodic tasks with period less than or equal to for notational brevity. The given automotive implicit-deadline periodic task set is schedulable under the xed-priority preemptive scheduling if the angle-synchronous tasks are schedulable at the highest priority and all the following conditions are satis ed:
x ≤ 1 ∀x ∈ {1, 2, 10, 20, 100, 200, 1000} (28) 
Proof. The proof follows directly by considering the interference due to the angle-synchronous tasks in Eq. (27) and repeating the same procedures in the proofs of Section 4.
Note that the schedulability has to be tested individually for each period as the interference due to the utilization U max i of the angle synchronous tasks is constant for each period while the interference due to C max i decreases when the period is increased. In addition, testing Eq. (28), Eq. (29), and Eq. (30) is only a su cient test while Theorem 4.6 was an exact schedulability test. This is due to the fact that the terms we introduce to calculate the interference due to anglesynchronous tasks are safe approximations but not tight.
Putting the angle-synchronous tasks to the highest priority from a scheduling point of view introduces unnecessary pessimism to the system, as tasks with high priority are postponed while angle-synchronous tasks that arrived later and have a larger relative deadline are executed. Instead, regarding schedulability, those tasks should be scheduled according to their minimal inter-arrival time if this value can determined safely. However, if the angle-synchronous tasks are only considered according to their minimal inter-arrival time this would most likely not lead to harmonic periods. We propose to determine the priority of the angle-synchronous tasks based on the minimal inter-arrival time T as and to analyse them assuming they have a period that is the maximum p ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 1000} with p ≤ T as . This means that T as is removed from the analysis when only tasks in T p are considered and the schedulability test for the anglesynchronous tasks can be done by using Eq. (28), Eq. (29), or Eq. (30), depending on p. For example, assuming a maximum of 6000 rpm and 6 cylinders, according to Eq. (25), the angle-synchronous tasks would have a minimal inter-arrival time of ≈ 3.33. Therefore the angle-synchronous tasks would have a priority between the tasks in T 2 and T 5 . They would be removed from the analysis for x = 1 and x = 2 and the schedulability of the angle-synchronous tasks would be determined using Eq. (28) for x = 2. We analyze the impact of this approach in the evaluations.
Evaluations
As we analyze the schedulability of implicit-deadline periodic tasks in automotive systems, it would be the best to analyze task sets of real-world applications. However, real-world automotive task sets are not publicly available. Therefore, we use synthetic task sets that are similar to real-world task sets, based on "Real world automotive benchmarks for free" by Kramer, Ziegenbein, and Hamann [17] in WATERS 2015. Note that similar period distributions are used in other works related to automotive applications, e.g., in [14, 27, 29] .
In automotive systems, the entity for scheduling is a Runnable, which is equivalent to a task in this paper, i.e, the information mentioned in [17] about Runnables is used to create tasks. We analyzed the schedulability of those task sets using the schedulability tests presented in this paper, both for scaled and for unscaled task sets, both for RM-P and RM-NP, without considering angle-synchronous tasks in Section 7.2. Task sets with angle-synchronous tasks is analyzed in Section 7.3.
Evaluation Setup
The information used when creating the task sets comes from Tables III, IV, V in [17] and is presented in Table 1 in a compact form. For each period in {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 1000} ms and for angle-synchronous tasks the distribution of the tasks among those periods is given in Table III in [17] . The minimum, average, and maximum value of the average-case execution time of tasks is given in Table IV in [17] for each of those periods. According to [17] , the distribution of those values can be approximated using a Weibull distribution that has the probability density function:
for x ≥ 0 under given values for the shape parameter k and the scale parameter λ. As only C min , C a er a e , and C max of the distribution are give for each period we numerically approximated k and λ for each period, using the maximum likelihood estimators for k and λ as the starting values, then drew a sample containing 10000 numbers using those values for k and λ, compared the results with the given values for C min , C a er a e , and C max , and adjusted the values for k and λ based on the resulting distribution, iterating until the resulting distribution matched the values for C min , C a er a e , and C max given in [17] . 2 Table 1 . The information to generate the automotive task sets, combined from Table III, Table IV , and Table V in [17] .
Those scaling factors can be found in Table V in [17] . As no further information regarding the distribution was given in [17] , we used a uniform distribution over [f min , f max ]. We conducted evaluations in two general setups: 1) using the reported execution times, i.e., the values generated based on the Weibull distributions were used unscaled, refereed to as unscaled tasks, and 2) the values were scaled using the WCET scaling factors. As we wanted to test how the acceptance ratio for the automotive task sets depends on the utilization of the task sets we needed a way to create task sets with a given target utilization. We empirically found that a task set containing unscaled tasks with a total utilization of ≈ 100% contained around 1500 individually drawn random tasks based on the values in Table 1 . As individual random draws were very time consuming, we e ciently generated tasks withs with a given utilization by:
• Drawing the periods of 3000 tasks according to the period distribution, i.e., the distribution in Table 1 .
• Counting the number of tasks for each period and drawing the execution time of those tasks randomly according to the related Weibull distribution.
• Drawing the scaling factors and calculate WCETs if selected.
• Combining the tasks to T base and then shu e T base .
• Taking tasks from T base until the total utilization is larger than the target utilization U t .
• If the total utilization U sum of the set is in [U t , U t +γ ] for a threshold value γ , then take the task set.
• If not, discard the last task, take the next task from T base , and check if U sum is in [U t , U t + γ ] etc.. The threshold γ depended on the utilization steps in our experiments, i.e., it was always smaller, normally 0.1. Independent from the settings we always created 1000 task sets under each setting for each utilization value we analyzed.
Evaluation -General Schedulability
We analyzed the schedulability under RM-P and RM-NP for task sets without angle-synchronous tasks, using the distribution presented in Table 1 non-preemptive case, respectively. Figure 1a and Figure 1b show the results with and without scaling, respectively. The task sets with unscaled values are (nearly) always schedulable when RM-P is used. As the setting in Table 1 does not lead to the case where Corollary 4.4 can be applied directly (i.e., the combined utilization of the tasks with periods 100, 200, and 1000 was always < 10%) we analyzed the utilization values for the individual periods, using task sets with 99.99% utilzation as an example here. As 99.99% ≤ 100%, we only have to look at the non-harmonic periods 5 and 50. In the setting provided in Table 1 the combined utilization for periods 1, 2, and 5 was always ≤ 47.68%. Therefore, the tasks up to period 5 are always schedulable as the utilization is below 90%. The combined utilization of periods 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 was at most 97.52% while the combined utilization of periods 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 was at least 92.78%. Therefore, by putting these values to Eq (17) we get a guaranteed schedulability as 80% + 92.78%/5 = 98.556% which is larger than 97.52%. Task sets are never schedulable with 100% utilization for RM-P due to their construction, i.e., we created sets with a utilization in [U t , U t + γ ]. Note, that due to the random distribution of task periods it is possible that task sets that have a utilization U * with 90% < U * < 100% are created that are not schedulable in the preemptive case. However, this is very unlikely as it never happened in our evaluations. Therefore, we additionally analyzed the impact of the distribution of tasks among non-harmonic periods, i.e., for periods of {1, 2, 5}, for RM-P under di erent period settings. The results are shown in Figure 2 . The individual tasks were created according to the C i distribution given in Table 1 . The probability that a task has period x is according to the share value given for that period in the related label, i.e., it shows the probability to be in {T 1 ,T 2 ,T 5 }. If the distribution of probabilities is {0.8, 0.1, 0.1} (blue curve) the task sets were always schedulable up to 98.1%. The reason is that the utilization of T 1 is very large in this setting and that task sets are schedulable up to 0.9 + τ i ∈T 1 U i 10 (Eq. (11)). The other cases can be explained by looking at Eq. (16) in Theorem 4.6, i.e.,
For the green and the red curve, the acceptance ratio drops only a bit earlier than for the blue curve. The reason is that in Eq. (16) either a large or a small utilization for tasks with period 2 leads to a large value on the right hand side. If the tasks are distributed equally over the periods 1, 2, and 5 (black curve) none of the terms in the right hand side of Eq. (16) is as large as in the previous cases, leading to the earlier drop of the acceptance ratio in this case.
When the tasks are scaled (Figure 1b) , all task sets with utilization less than 100% are still deemed schedulable for RM-P with similar reasons. For RM-NP the schedulability drops from 10% utilization onwards, because after scaling the execution time it can be larger than 1 ms for some tasks. However, if it is possible to bound the blocking time by a smaller value, i.e., by adopting a limited preemptive approach where tasks are separated into non-preemptive subtasks with a given maximum length, the acceptance ratio can still be very reasonable as shown in Figure 3 . Even for a comparatively large maximum blocking time of 750 µs the improvement compared to the non-preemptive case is signi cant while for a maximum blocking time of 500 µs the acceptance ratio is always above 95.6%. For a maximum blocking time of 200 µs and below the acceptance ratio is the same as in the preemptive case, i.e., the task sets are always schedulable.
Evaluation -Angle-Synchronous Tasks
In Section 6 we not only provided the schedulability tests for automotive task sets with angle-synchronous tasks, but also stated that the priorities of the angle-synchronous tasks should be set according to their minimum inter-arrival times instead of the highest-priority level if possible. In Figure 4 we compare those two approaches. We consider angle synchronous tasks that have a minimum inter-arrival time of 5 ms, i.e., 6000 rpm and 4 cylinders in Eq. (25) . We drew C i randomly according to Table 1 and set C max i = C i and U max i = C i /6000. We considered two settings.
• In Setting 1 the periods are distributed according to Table 1 . Here the acceptance ratio of the two approaches is nearly identical. However, assigning the priority of the angle-synchronous tasks according to their minimum inter-arrival time (black curve) is never worse than assigning them to the highest priority (green curve).
• In Setting 2 we considered a di erent distribution over the periods: the periods distribution is based on Figure 4 . Di erent strategies for angle-synchronous tasks under di erent period distributions.
to have period 1 ms and period 10 ms, i.e., period 1 ms has a probability of 25% and period 10 ms one of 3%. In this setting the tasks are nearly always schedulable if the priority of the angle-synchronous tasks is assigned according to the minimal inter-arrival time (blue curve) while the acceptance ratio starts dropping at 65% and is under 20% for a utilization of 80% if the angle-synchronous tasks have the highest priority (red curve). We already observed that a higher utilization for T 1 increases the schedulability, but if the angle-synchronous tasks are scheduled with highest priority they unnecessarily keep the tasks in T 1 from executing, potentially leading to deadline misses.
Conclusion
For automotive task sets with nearly harmonic task periods, i.e., they are either 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, or 1000 milliseconds, we provided parametric utilization bounds under rate-monotonic preemptive scheduling and present an exact schedulability analysis that only tests three simple utilization bounds. The analysis was extended to non-preemptive scheduling by providing an easy su cient schedulability test. In addition, we show how our schedulability tests can be revised to consider angle-synchronous tasks. The evaluations show that using our parametric utilization bounds and the schedulability tests leads to nearly 100% utilization for preemptive scheduling and to possibly very high utilizations for non-preemptive scheduling, depending on the maximum length of non-preemptive intervals. Our approach can directly include addition harmonic periods, i.e, 0.1, 0.5, and 2000, and can directly be extended to consider additional nearly harmonic periods, i.e, 0.2 and 0.5 together, or 500. An analysis with similar steps to the one for periods 5 and 50 can be adopted for other con gurations with nearly harmonic periods, e.g., if the possible periods are 1, 3, 8, and 24 ms, the period of 8 has to be analyzed individually.
